We analyse the Mitchell ordering in a model where is P 2 -hypermeasurable and 2 2 > (2 ) + .
Introduction and preliminaries
The Mitchell ordering on normal measures was introduced by Mitchell 7] , in his work on inner models for cardinals carrying many measures.
De nition 1: Let be measurable, let U 0 and U 1 be normal measures on a cardinal . Then U 0 U 1 if and only if U 0 2 Ult(V; U 1 ), the ultrapower of V by U 1 .
The following facts are standard.
is transitive. is well-founded. is strict. An ultra lter has at most 2 ancestors in the ordering .
We make the remark that there are certain limitations on the partial ordering ; there can be at most 2 2 normal measures on , and the ordering can have height at most (2 ) + . If is supercompact then it is shown in 9] that these maximal values are achieved; in fact a much weaker hypothesis on will su ce 10].
Theorem 1 (Solovay): Let j : V ?! M be an elementary embedding where = crit(j) and V +2 M, M M. Then for every X 2 V +2 there is a normal measure U on such that X 2 Ult(V; U). Proof: An easy adaptation of the proof in 9].
A P 2 -hypermeasurable cardinal is one which satis es the hypothesis of this theorem.
We spell out the consequences for the Mitchell ordering. Using inner model theory (of which more anon) we may get models where GCH holds, and the Mitchell ordering at is linear of ordertype ++ . On the other hand if is a P 2 -hypermeasurable cardinal) and 2 2 > (2 ) + then the ordering is necessarily non-linear; in this paper we explore the ordering in a particular model where these circumstances prevail, and prove a result (theorem 13) which goes some way towards characterising it.
We have taken a fairly digressive approach to the proof. Some arguments needed here are so similar to those of 3] that we have just sketched them here.
Inner model theory
We sketch what we need from the theory of inner models for large cardinals below a strong cardinal. The reader is referred to 8] and 5] for more details. The theory is due to Mitchell, Jensen, Dodd and Koepke.
De nition 2:Ẽ is a (coherent, non-overlapping) extender sequence ifẼ is a function with dom(Ẽ) On On such that 
commutes, where k and l are the maps from the comparison iteration.
Since F has the coherence property, the least point of disagreement between the extender sequences of the two ultrapowers is greater than , so that k and l have critical points greater than . Using this, we may argue that in fact F =Ẽ( ; ).
Lemma 3 (Condensation): For some large regular cardinal, let X H be a structure with V +1 X andẼ 2 X. Let The reader who is prepared to take our use of core models on trust should skip ahead to the results at the end of the section, which are all that will be used subsequently. 
Proof:
It is enough to show thatF =Ẽ, for then
We will proceed by induction. Suppose that ( ; ) 2 dom(Ẽ) and we have established that E ( ; ) =F ( ; ):
To see this let X . Then X 2 Ult(V;Ẽ( ; )), and this shows that X is in the lower part of an iterable premouse overẼ ( ; ) =F ( ; ).
Hence X 2 K F ( ; )] as claimed.
The model K F ( ; )] agrees with V to rank + 1, their extender sequences are the same, so by the Uniqueness Lemma we are forced to choosẽ F( ; ) =Ẽ( ; ).
To complete an inductive proof thatF =Ẽ we need to show that the construction ofF cannot go wrong in either of the following ways; by putting an extender at ( ; oẼ( )), or by putting an extender on a critical point between and the next with oẼ( ) > + 1. 
which commutes exactly as in the Uniqueness Lemma. But this cannot be because V and Ult(V; E) agree to such an extent that the comparison maps have critical point larger than , while the map from V to Ult(V; E) has critical point .
It follows from this thatF cannot put an extender at ( ; oẼ( )). The point is that V agrees with K F ( ; oẼ( ))] to rank + 1, the extender sequences agree, so that such an extender would be a counterexample to the previous claim.
The last ingredient in the proof thatF =Ẽ is the following claim.
Claim 4: If = oẼ( ) then there does not exist an extender E 2 L Ẽ ] which coheresẼ ( ; ) and has critical point between and the next with oẼ( ) > + 1.
The proof is very similar to that of the last claim. Assume thatẼ is a minimal counterexample, with E the rst extender witnessing this. Coiterate as in the previous lemma, to get a commutative triangle exactly as before. Again there is a problem with critical points. The proof is now routine, an induction on dom(Ẽ) shows that we have
and we are done.
We now recall some results about the non-overlapping core model, which are true under the assumption there is no inner model of a strong cardinal. Proof: We will use a number of forcing tricks without much explanation; the reader is referred to 2] for the details, and to 1] for general information about Reverse Easton forcing. Several similar arguments may also be found in 3] and 4].
We follow the standard strategy of building in V G] an embedding which extends j, and which witnesses that has the desired property in V G].
We shall adopt the convention that Add( ; ) adds generic functions from to . Often we think of the generic object as a single function from to .
We let G denote the generic object for the forcing up to stage , and g the generic for the forcing at stage . We break up g as g As an aid to constructing generic objects, we factor j through the ultra- Proof: Just as in the construction of H above, we may use closure to build many generics a, using the fact that i( + ) < ++ . We shall now describe how to alter such a generic a so as to get the properties demanded. The theorem is proved.
For our later convenience, we introduce some notation for the ultra lters that arise in this way. Let V and G be as in the last result. Then U(i; h; H a) is the normal measure alluded to in the last clause.
Closure
In the construction of theorem 5 for generating ultra lters, it was crucial that the target model of the embedding i be closed under -sequences, where = crit(i). In this section we prove some results about the closure of the target model of an elementary embedding. We then prove a theorem which says essentially that we need not worry about embeddings with bad closure, when we come to classifying the measures on in our nal model. 2. V +1 X 0 . 3. X X +1 for all , X = S < X for limit . By elementarity,
As V +1 M this implies that in fact
Now let be any ordinal in ++ of co nality !. By construction the sequence~ is continuous, so has co nality !. We claim that Ult(V; E ) is not closed under !-sequences. For were it so, we would have E 2 Ult(V; E ); but this cannot be, as an extender can never be in its own ultrapower 6].
Next we prove a result providing target models which are closed under -sequences. We need a preliminary lemma. Proof: One direction is trivial. For the other, suppose that M. Let hj E (F )(a ) : < i be some -sequence of elements of M, where for each < we have dom(F ) = ] <! and a 2 ] <! . Let F( ; x) = F (x), and observe that j E (F ) 2 M and by hypothesis ha : < i 2 M. Now if < j E (F )( ; a ) = j E (F )(a ); so that the -sequence hj E (F )(a ) : < i is a member of M.
We notice some useful corollaries. so by the same argument as was used in the last theorem Ult(V; E ). So Ult(V; E ) Ult(V; E ).
The next result will be used to show that we need not be concerned with these non-closed ultrapowers when it comes to classifying the measures in our nal model. It now follows from the section on closure of models that V N N. j U is an ultrapower map so i( ) = j U ( ) < ++ . j U is an extension of i and j U (G) = G h H a, so it must be the case that U = U(i; h; H a).
Notice that whenever i is an iteration as above and (h; H; a) are appropriate generics then U(i; h; H a) is a normal measure in V G]. So we have a complete classi cation of the measures in V G].
It remains to analyse the ordering on these measures. Unfortunately the analysis here is not as complete as was achieved in 3]
We start with a general analysis of subsets of For the rst claim observe that j U 0 (G ) = G h 0 H 0 , so that N can reconstruct h 0 and H 0 .
For the second claim, we know that N 1 is the core of N and that N can de ne j U 0 N , so j U 0 N 1 must be an iteration of N 1 . But N 1 V and j U 0 V is i, so i N 1 is an iteration of N 1 .
The following result is proved in 3] in the context of measures, and the proof works equally well for iterations of extenders in the context of L Ẽ ].
Theorem 11: Let j 01 : V ?! N 1 be the ultrapower map associated with the extenderẼ( ; ). Let i be a normal iteration with critical point , in which i 0n (Ẽ)( n ; n ) is applied to M n = i 0n (V ) at stage n. Then i N 1 is an internal iteration of N 1 if and only if for all n either n < i 0n ( ), or n = i 0n ( ) and n < i 0n ( ).
This answers one of the questions we posed about subsets of + earlier on. If an ultra lter U arises from an iteration which starts o with E( ; ), and U V , then the iteration associated with V must start with E( ; ) for > .
We can also say something about the measures on which occur in models 7. For each U, there is a nal segment of levels containing a block which has U as ancestor.
